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Sunny and Warm

Image is of a small happy dog. "More Puppies" by wsilver is licensed under CC BY 2.0.

Fall is Coming

As Fall is approaching, the heat from the Summer is cooling off and the Sun is still out. As it starts getting
cooler and cooler, it is a perfect time to get out and walk your dog before winter comes. Taking a hike or a small
15-minute walk is good enough for them. Maybe its time for those dogs to enjoy an hour or so at a dog park.
Dogs love just spending time with you and will love anything you do together.

Our Dogs Love is Important

Dogs come into our lives to teach us about love, they depart to teach us about loss. A new dog never
replaces an old dog. It merely expands the heart.
-anonymous

Image is of a Doberman running towards the photographer with tounge out. "Dogs 013" by mrspattinsonn is
licensed under CC BY 2.0.
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Dog Parks

Image is of a spotted dog about to jump.

Anything we do for our dogs are important. Dogs bring happiness and life to our homes. Dogs also need
socializing with other dogs. Dog parks are amazing. In the show Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan, Cesar makes
sure that dogs can have fun with other dogs at the dog parks he goes to.

Our Love and Affection

Every dog loves our love and affection. We can buy them treats and toys but they want to play with us. Every
dog love to be with us and with always be the happiest when around you. Taking them on walks or throwing a
ball around is going to make them enjoy time with you
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